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Rationale 

Fluent handwriting style and effective accurate typing skills are relevant skills within our society 

and continues to be a fundamental skill of a literate person. Best practice handwriting 

instruction is conducted through explicit instruction, repetition and reinforcement of skills. 

Acquisition of handwriting is developmental and should link to broader written expression as 

well as being taught in isolation. Handwriting should be closely linked to the progression of 

sounds being taught in early childhood classrooms (as they learn a sound, the students can 

also learn how to write it). 

Support students to develop a fluent, legible handwriting style, beginning with unjoined letters 

and moving to cursive script. Cooloongup Primary School is committed to using The Peggy 

Lego resources in combination with The South Australian Print handwriting style to enable 

students to develop an automatic, fluent and legible handwriting style that allows them to 

communicate effectively when writing for different purposes. 

Motor Skills  

Gross motor skills (development of postural control and upper limb stability) are a pre-requisite 

skill for students to be ready for handwriting and to achieve success in handwriting. From 

Kindergarten onward, it is critical that the students build a strong gross motor development 

foundation. At Cooloongup Primary School all Kindergarten and Pre-Primary participate in the 

Animal Fun Program. This program is a unique program designed to promote gross, fine motor 

skills and fundamental movement skills. All early childhood classes should be participating in 

daily movement activities, such as brain breaks and daily fitness to improve their eye/hand 

and eye/foot coordination, fitness, balance, locomotion, eye tracking skills, core strength and 

motor planning.  

Fine motor skills are also essential for assisting developing writers with manual dexterity and 

in hand manipulation needed to become legible writers. All Kindergarten and Pre-Primary/PP 

students will participate in fine motor activities daily. Years One and Two have access to them 

within the classroom and individual students to access as needed in intervention.  
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Implementation 
The expectation is that staff reinforce this policy implementation by following, as a minimum, 

the following steps: 

- Assess students’ handwriting in terms of the following qualities: legibility, aesthetic 

appeal, speed and fluency. These will be assessed both formally – once per semester 

– and informally, on an ongoing basis. 

- The correct South Australian Font is available to install on both your classroom 

computer and your personal device through 

S:\AdminShared\All Staff\250 Curriculum\254 English\2022\Handwriting\Computer Fonts 

- To consistently use and display South Australian Font in the classroom. 

- To follow and deliver the Cooloongup developed scope and sequence. 

- To ensure appropriate time is allocated for explicit instruction of both handwriting and 

typing lessons. Specific amounts of time are identified in the respective scope and 

sequences below.  

- Reinforce in all learning areas 

- Reinforced by all staff members 

- An attempt should be made to order all future resources in the correct font. 

- Avoid tracing activities and reinforce  

- creation of letters using a variety of mediums.  

- Letter formation should be taught simultaneously with explicit phonics instruction.  

 

 

School Handwriting Style Guide and Electronic Fonts 

Cooloongup Primary School uses the South Australian handwriting font. South Australian 

fonts can be downloaded from the shared drive.  

S:\AdminShared\All Staff\250 Curriculum\254 English\2022\Handwriting\Computer Fonts 
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Teaching Considerations 

Explicit handwriting lessons include the following recommended focus: 

In Kindy and Pre-primary:  

1. Whole body warm-up  

2. Use of SA font  

3. Pre-Writing Patterns/Letter formations – including starting and finishing points and 

correct directions  

4. Functional pencil grip  

5. Correct posture and paper placement 

In Year 1 – Year 6:  

1. Whole body warm-up  

2. Use of SA font  

3. Letter formations – including starting and finishing points and correct directions  

4. Size, spacing and placement of letters on lines  

5. Self-editing at end of lesson 

Handwriting to also be integrated into the literacy block as:  

- Part of daily reviews or Letters and Sounds sessions  

- Part of dictation 

- A sentence of the day  

- Modelled writing  

- Pre-cursor to any writing task 
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Scope and Sequence 
Peggy Lego is an example of a sensory motor approach, where we encourage the child to 

learn through whole body movements, tactile feedback as well as a consistent verbal and 

visual cue. Initially Peggy Lego is learnt as the shapes and is not connected to letters, however 

when a child is expected to form letters (sometimes by the end of the kindy year) these shapes 

can be linked to letter formations. There is some evidence to suggest this is most beneficial in 

the early years (up to 7 years) 

 

YEAR HANDWRITING INSTRUCTION MARKERS END OF YEAR 

KINDY Explicit Peggy Lego sessions – 40 min per 
week (and then embedded into literacy 
sessions) 

Able to form pre-writing shapes.  
Mostly be able to write their name.  
Able to hold a pencil with a 
functional pencil grip. 

PRE-
PRIMARY 

Assess ability to form all pre-writing shapes  
- If unable- 40 mins X 3 times per 

week to explicitly teach Peggy 
Lego patterns in term one  

- If able- 40 mins per week (Using 
Peggy Lego and linking to letter 
formations from early term one)  

- Embed into literacy daily reviews 
and literacy sessions 

Forms all pre-writing patterns.  
Write name correctly.  
Form all letter of alphabet 
independently. 

YEAR ONE Assess ability to form all letters of alphabet  
- If unable then 40 mins X 3 times 

per week using Peggy Lego and 
linking to letter formations from 
early term one  

- If able – then 40 mins per week 
(still using Peggy Lego and linking 
to letter formations from early term 
one)  

- Term 1-3 Practise and consolidate 
forming letters on a single line. 

- Term 4- Introduce dotted thirds 
and start employing CAT writing 
into handwriting lessons.  

- Embed into literacy daily reviews 
and literacy sessions 

As above and Writes with good 
legibility (around 70% accuracy with 
placement on the line, spacing and 
sizing) 
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YEAR HANDWRITING INSTRUCTION MARKERS END OF YEAR 

YEAR TWO  40 mins per week (still using Peggy Lego 
and linking to letter formations employing 
CAT writing into handwriting lessons. 

- Embed into literacy daily reviews 
and literacy sessions  

- Consider relationship with digital 
technologies and when to 
introduce typing and access skills 

As above and Writes with good 
legibility (around 80% accuracy with 
placement on the line, spacing and 
sizing)  
Writes 22 - 38 letters per minute  
Locates all letters of alphabet on 
keyboard within 90 seconds. 

YEAR THREE 
AND 
BEYOND 

40 mins per week (still using Peggy Lego 
and linking to letter formations employing 
CAT writing into handwriting lessons. 

- Embed into literacy daily reviews 
and literacy sessions 

- Consider relationship with digital 
technologies and when to 
introduce typing and access skills 

Only when SA print is being used correctly 
and legibly by xx% of children introduce 
joined letters.  

As above  
Able to join letters of the alphabet 
whilst maintaining legibility  
Year 3- Writes 37 - 49 letters per 
minute 
Year 4- Writes 40 - 66 letters per 
minute 
Year 5- Writes 40 - 66 letters per 
minute 
Year 6- Writes 46 - 76 letters per 
minute 
 

 

How can the Handwriting Cat help with handwriting? 

The cat really is the perfect animal for handwriting help. Teaching students to use the head, 

body and tail as a reference for different letter formations is a great way to relate writing to a 

familiar concept. Cat Handwriting should be introduced from Term 4, Yr1 for use on dotted 

thirds. 

CAT YouTube Video 

Here are some great ideas on how to use the Handwriting Cat! 

• Display on your interactive whiteboard so that students can 

practise writing letters beside the handwriting cat. 

• Print and laminate a large version of the handwriting cat image 

and have it on display to refer to during handwriting sessions. 

• Use a set of alphabet practice cards to classify letters, for 

example, those with tails, just bodies or head/body, and tails. 

Remember to use the Peggy Lego wording.  

• Laminate just one cat practice sheet for individual children to 

practice writing their letters using whiteboard markers. Reduce 

these in size as children gain confidence with their handwriting. 

• Laminate the cat practice sheets and add as many blank sheets 

as you like so as to make a writing line. Use the large version for whole class 

modelling, or reduce in size for group or individual handwriting practice. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6h5HGVXLBuQ
https://k-3teacherresources.com/teaching-resource/handwriting-cat/
https://k-3teacherresources.com/alphabet_practice.html
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Assessment and Evaluation 

Information gathered about the development of the following aspects of handwriting will help 

determine the teaching focus for future lessons. It is recommended that teachers identify 

students who are not progressing and proceed with more detailed assessments to attain 

knowledge of the student’s deficits.  

General class, then individual assessment should include the consistency and accuracy of:  

Neatness/legibility Shape Slope Fluency 

Size Speed Spacing letter joins 

Sitting position Pencil hold Paper placement Sitting position 

 

Year K & PP  

Assessment should be ongoing and observation based as well as formalised checklists 

completed at the end of each semester. Individual student presenting with concerns with any 

of the above points should be addressed with intervention. Intervention could include fine 

motor activities one to one with an EA, pencil grips adjustments (e.g., handy holder) or even 

involvement of parents and possible referral to an external therapist, such as an Occupational 

Therapist.  

At the end of each semester, teachers should record a formal assessment of each child’s 

handwriting development. Assessment checklists in resources include:  

- Kindy OT Screening Term 1 - Appendix F 
- Peggy Lego Pre-Writing Patterns Assessment Term 1-4 
- Kindy Name Writing Assessment Term 3 & 4 

Year 1 & 2 

Assessment should still be an ongoing and observational process and any individual students 

presenting with concerns receiving additional attention.  In Year 1 and 2, work samples can 

now be collected to gather data about student achievement in handwriting. A twice-yearly 

formal assessment should be conducted where students write a sample of all alphabetic letters 

and it is recommended the teacher observe how these are formed. Students can copy or have 

the assessment sentence below dictated to them. 

Teacher should make note of student’s abilities to:  

- Use Peggy Lego actions to form letters correctly  
- Form spaces between words when writing - Note spelling errors and omission of words 

or punctuation (this may indicate other challenges)  
- Write letters and words on the lines in workbooks correctly (Year 2 to use of cat image 

to assist)  
- Write at the appropriate speed for their year level (Year 2 only - see end of year 

markers above) 
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Year 3 – 6  

Assessment should still be an ongoing and observational process and any individual students 

presenting with concerns receiving additional attention.  Work samples can be collected to 

gather data about student achievement in handwriting.  A twice yearly formal assessment 

should be conducted where students write a sample of all alphabetic letters. Students can 

copy or have the assessment sentence below dictated to them. The assessment should be 

carried out using normal class/work paper and be timed. 

Teacher should make note of student’s abilities to:  

- Form all letters legibly and fluently  

- Form finer spaces between words when writing  

- Note spelling errors and omission of words or punctuation (this may indicate other 

challenges)  

- Write at the appropriate speed for their year level (see end of year markers above) 

- Show appropriate joins between letters once cursive is taught 

 

Pen Licence Criteria  

Pen Licence Criteria Consistently demonstrate handwriting that is  

1. Evenly spaced  

2. All upper and lower letters are formed and joined correctly  

3. Lines are used correctly, and letters are sized appropriately  

4. Smooth and fluent  

Achieving a Pen Licence:  

● Students need to have demonstrated the above criteria consistently in Year 4 but can 

receive a pen license in Year 3 if all above criteria are achieved and maintained.  

● In order to be awarded a Pen Licence, the above criteria must be demonstrated across a 

range of learning areas.  

● Students are to be made aware that once the pen licence is issued, it may be retracted at 

any time for illegible writing or for not consistently demonstrating the above criteria. 
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Work Standards 

• All written work, including drafts must be ruled up.  

• Ruling up is to be done only in either red pencil or red ball point pen.  

• Two lines across the top and the left-hand margin is to be 2cm wide (wooden ruler 

width).  

• Writing is to be done only in either blue ball point pen or lead pencil.  

• All work is to be dated (e.g. 7/1/17) on the top right hand side and student name is to 

be written on the top left hand side.  

• The title is to be written in the centre.  

• Workbooks should be free of scribbling or graffiti.  

• Mistakes are to be noted neatly e.g. (their)x there or (whent) went.  

• Liquid Paper or correction tape is not to be used. 

 

Workbooks / Exercise books  

- Student exercise books are supplied by the school. Liaise with front office staff to receive your 

allocation of workbooks  

- Workbooks are to be graffiti free and ruled up according to the work standards outlined below.  

- It is important that the standards across the school are consistent and Year levels use the same 

sized lined paper and exercise books. These are as follows:  

- PP - 24 mm single line 

- Year 1 - 24mm single line 

- Year 2 - 18mm (dotted thirds) 

- Year 3 - 14mm (dotted thirds) 

- Year 4 - 14mm (ruled) 

- Year 5 & 6 - 8mm – 9 mm (ruled)  

There will be exceptions to this, and paper should be selected to meet individual 

students’ needs. 
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Typing 

Typing should be delivered through formal instruction relating to the orientation of a keyboard 

and using the XXXXXXX typing program. 

Scope and Sequence 

PP 1 2 3 4 5 6 

*Type 

name 

*Type 

numbers  

1-20  

*Type using 

all 

characters 

on a 

keyboard 

 

*Accurately 

type 10 

letters or 

numbers, 

without 

error 

*Accurately type 10 letters or numbers, without error 

*Type using all characters on a keyboard 

* Use home row and correct fingering 
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Appendices 

Appendix A - Sample Lesson Plan 

 

 ACTIVITY RESOURCE 

WARM UP 10 

MIN 

Set goal for handwriting lesson   

 

Warm up the body  

• Heavy work for the whole body  

• Heavy work for the shoulders  

• Finger warm up games  

 

Check for writing tools 

Goal setting chart, visual support 

Writing book Pencil, eraser 

MAIN 

ACTIVITY 25 

MIN 

Chose target letter / s  

 

Identify the Peggy Lego pattern in 

the target letter  

 

• Look at Peggy Lego visual cue  

• Practice Peggy Lego verbal cue  

• Identify where the shape is in the 

letter  

• Practice letter in workbook  

 

Introduce CAT concept  

 

Model concept on board Game – did 

I do it right? 

  

• Write letters that are incorrectly 

sized / placed and children “spot the 

error” and correct it  

 

Now try writing the letter based on 

the CAT concept 

 

 

 

 

 

Peggy Lego visual charts  

 

 

 

Workbook View CAT You tube 

videos  

 

 

 

CAT drawn on board (or laminated 

A3 poster) with dotted thirds or 

dotted halves for modelling  

 

 

 

 

Writing workbook 

REFLECTION 

(5MIN) 

Refer back to goal chart 

 

 • Did we achieve the goal (self-

reflection – highlight best letter in 

pink and then letter to improve in 

green. Practice green one again)  

 

• What helped us / didn’t help us 

Goal chart  

 

Highlighters  

 

 

 

Group conversation 
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Appendix B - Peggy Lego wording for shapes  
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Appendix C - Break down of each letter 

Lower case  

a Starts with a click, goes up and around; small man down 

b Tall man. starts at the top, pull down and jump up with a big fat belly.  

c Starts with a click, goes up and around and stops  

d Starts with a click, goes up and around; tall man down and stop 

e Sideways sideways, starts with a click, goes up and around and stops  

f Starts with a click, goes up and around, down to the ground and sideways to magic land  

g Starts with a click, goes up and around: draw a tail  

h Tall man, starts at the top, pulls down and stop: up and over the gate 

 i Small man – starts in the middle, goes down and stop, put a little dot  

j Tall man down and under, put a little dot  

k Tall man – starts at the top, goes down and stop: Jack and Jill went down the hill and down 

the hill  

l Tall man, starts at the top, pulls down and stops  

m Small man down: up and over the gate, up and over the gate again  

n Small man down: up and over the gate  

o Starts with a click, goes up and around and stop: 

p Tall man down, jump up with a big fat belly  

q Starts with a click, goes up and around and stop: draw a tail under the ground  

r Small man down, up and halfway over the gate 

s Starts with a click, goes around and back around and stop  

t Tall man, starts at the top, pulls down and stop: sideways sideways 

u Under the gate: small man down  

v Jack and Jill went down the hill and up the hill  

w Jack and Jill went down the hill, up the hill, down the hills, up the hill  

x Jack and Jill went down the hill, pencil off, backwards down the hill  

y Down under the gate: draw a tail under the ground  

z Sideways to magic land: Jack and Jill went down the hill: sideways to magic land 
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Upper Case 

A Jack and hill went up the hill and down the hill. Sideways sideways  

B Tall man down, jump up to a big fat belly, big fat belly  

C Starts with a click, goes up and around and stops  

D Tall man down, jump up to a big fat belly 

E Tall man down. Sideways sideways, sideways sideways, sideways sideways  

F Tall man down, sideways sideways sideways sideways  

G Starts with a click, goes up and around: short man down  

H Tall man, starts at the top, pulls down and stop: tall man down, sideways sideways  

I Tall man down, sideways sideways  

J Tall man down with a tail, sideways sideways on top  

K Tall man – starts at the top, goes down and stop: Jack and Jill went down the hill and 

down the hill  

L Tall man, starts at the top, pulls down and stops, sideways sideways  

M Jack and Jill went up the hill and down the hill, up the hill and down the hill.  

N Jack and Jill went up the hill and down the hill, and straight back up.  

O Starts with a click, goes up and around and stop:  

P Tall man down, jump up with a big fat belly  

Q Starts with a click, goes up and around and stop: small Jill down the hill.  

R Tall man down, jump up with a big fat belly, down the hill  

S Starts with a click, goes around and back around and stop  

T Tall man, starts at the top, pulls down and stop: sideways sideways  

U Down and under the gate  

V Jack and Jill went down the hill and up the hill  

W Jack and Jill went down the hill, up the hill, down the hill, up the hill 

X Jack and Jill went down the hill, pencil off, backwards down the hill  

Y Jack and Jill went down the hill and up the hill and then all the way down the hill.  

Z Sideways to magic land: Jack and Jill went down the hill: sideways to magic land 
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Number Formation 

0 Starts with a click and goes all the way around  

1 Tall man starts at the top pulls down and stops  

2 Up and around, down the hill, sideways sideways  

3 Up and around, up and around  

4 Tall man starts and the top pulls down, sideways sideways. Pencil off and tall man, starts 

at the top pull downs and stops  

5 Backward sideways sideways, tall man down, up and around  

6 Starts with a click, around and curl back in  

7 Sideways sideways and Jack and Jill go down the hill  

8 Starts with a click, loop back around and up the hill to the top, and around  

9 Starts with a click, all the way around, tall man pulls down and stop. 
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Appendix D Examples of Pencil Grip  
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Appendix E -WA Curriculum Elaborations 

YEAR WA ELABORATIONS END OF YEAR MARKERS 

K Build knowledge, skills and positive attitudes to physical 
movement  

- use small muscles to use implements such as pencils, 
with some control and coordination  

- develop hand/eye and hand/foot coordination  
- develop perceptual motor skills, strength, flexibility, 

and muscle tone Engage in writing behaviours  
- use images, marks and approximations of letters and 

words to convey meaning 

Able to form pre-writing shapes 
and form some letters of their 
name correctly  
 
 
 
Able to hold a pencil in a 
functional manner 

PP Produce some lower case and upper-case letters using 
learned letter formations. (ACELY 1653)  

- adopting correct posture and pencil grip  
- learning to produce simple handwriting movements  
- following clear demonstrations of how to construct 

each letter (for example where to start, which direction 
to write)  

- learning to construct lower case letters and to 
combine these into words  

- learning to construct some upper-case letters 

Able to hold a pencil correctly  
 
Form all letters of the alphabet 
independently and correctly  
 
Writes name correctly and 
independently 

1 Write using unjoined lower case and uppercase letters. 
(ACELY 1664)  

- using correct posture and pencil grip  
- learning how each letter is constructed including 

where to start and the direction to follow  
- writing words legibly using unjoined print script of 

consistent size 

As above and writes with good 
legibility (around 70% accuracy 
with placement on the line, 
spacing and sizing) 

2 Write legibly and with growing fluency using unjoined 
uppercase and lower-case letters (ACELY 1684)  

- using correct pencil grip and posture  
- writing sentences legibly and fluently using unjoined 

print script of consistent size 

As above and writes with good 
legibility (around 80% accuracy 
with placement on the line, 
spacing and size)  
Writes 22 - 38 letters per minute 

3 Write using joined letters that are clearly formed and 
consistent in size (ACELY 1684)  

- join letters to construct a fluent handwriting style 

As above  
Able to join letters of the alphabet 
whilst maintaining legibility  
Writes 37 - 49 letters per minute 

4 Write using clearly formed joined letters, and develop 
increased fluency and automaticity (ACELY 1684)  

- Using handwriting fluency with speed for a wide range 
of tasks 

As above  
Able to join letters of the alphabet 
whilst maintaining legibility  
Writes 40 - 66 letters per minute 

5 Develop a handwriting style this becoming legible, fluent and 
automatic. (ACELY 1706)  

- Using handwriting with increasing fluency and 
legibility appropriate to a wide range of writing 
purposes 

As above  
Able to join letters of the alphabet 
whilst maintaining legibility  
Writes 40 - 66 letters per minute 

6 Develop a handwriting style that is legible, fluent and 
automatic and varies depending audience and purpose. 
(ACELY 1716) 

- editing for coherence, sequence, effective choice of 
vocabulary, opening devices, dialogue and 
description, humour and pathos, as appropriate to the 
task and audience 

As above  
Able to join letters of the alphabet 
whilst maintaining legibility 
Writes 46 - 76 letters per minute 
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Appendix F – Kindy OT Screening 

Cooloongup Kindy OT Screening 

Name:  

Pen colour Term1- Red Term 2 - Blue Term 3 -black Term 4 -    

 

Core Strength  
 

Hold dead and pose for 20 seconds  

 Hold superman pose for 20 seconds  

 

Proprioception Touch each finger to thumb- left hand  

 Touch each finger to thumb- right hand  

 Eyes shut 
Touch each finger to thumb- left hand 

 

 Eyes shut 
Touch each finger to thumb- right hand 

 

   

Oculomotor Convergence- can eyes smoothly track 
an object coming towards them? 

 

 Tracking side to side- can the eyes 
move independently of their head? 

 

 

Motor Planning Copy body postures 
-hands on head 
- robot arms (bent at elbow one hand 
up and one hand down) 
-crossing hands on knees 
-stand on one leg, cross arm over to 
touch lifted knee. Free hand bent at 
elbow with hand to the sky 

 

Motor Planning continued Block Formations – 6 blocks required.  
 

  

  

 

Fine Motor 
Hand strength and cross 
the midline 
 
 

Place container on the opposite side of 
the child to their dominant hand. Pack 
away blocks into a container using 
small tongs 
 

Hand Strength 
 
Cross the Midline 
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Pincer grip 
 
 
 
 
Bilateral integration 

Place counters on the table. Pick up 
counters to place in the container. 
 
 
Pegs on rim of cup or bowl. 

 
 
Hand Dominance 
 
Pincer Grip observed 
 
 
Hand dominance 
 
Pincer Grip observed 
 
Pincer grip strength 

 

Pencil grip 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Power grip  
Dagger grip 
Fingers in extension 
Fingers in extension at the top of the 
pencil. 
Tripod Grip (3 points of contact) 
Quadrapod Grip (4 points of contact) 

 

 Pencil Pressure 
Light- Heavy-Suitable 

 

 

Pre writing patterns 
 

Beginning of Kindy 
 

Vertical Line  

Horizontal Line 
 

 

Circle 
 
 

 

Middle of Kindy 
 

Diagonal line 
 

 

Jack and Jill pre writing pattern 
 

 

End of Kindy/Beg of PP 
 

Under the gate pattern 

 

 

Over the gate pattern 

 

 

Copy a square 
 

 

 

OT Referral Required                          Referral Date: _____________ 
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Appendix G - Additional Resources 

Login details for Peggy Lego Resources 

www.lil-peeps.com.au 

  
Head to the "login" section on the top left corner and login in 
as existing user with the following details: 
Login peggylegolilpeeps@hotmail.com 

Password: peggylego 
 
Peggy Lego Book 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://skillbuilders.com.au 

Unit 19/41 Catalano Circuit, Canning Vale, WA 
Websites 

https://aus01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.lil-peeps.com.au%2F&data=05%7C01%7CVanessa.Ridley%40education.wa.edu.au%7Cce2b5add42544717706808da6abad268%7Ce08016f9d1fd4cbb83b0b76eb4361627%7C0%7C0%7C637939647922973511%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=fftwj9AV6yPpX%2FRgpKBHdgBSZpDZ2bozm3IdyrZ4uV0%3D&reserved=0
mailto:peggylegolilpeeps@hotmail.com
https://skillbuilders.com.au/
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Child Development Services 

The Health Department of WA offer free allied health services and support for children. 

Families can self-refer for these services. https://www.cahs.health.wa.gov.au/Our-

services/Community-Health/Child-Development-Service/Eligibility-and-referrals 

 

Physical activity guidelines 

Maximising physical activity is excellent for general health and wellbeing but also assists in 

all areas of development for children. 

https://www.health.gov.au/internet/main/publishing.nsf/content/F01F92328EDADA5BCA257

BF0001E720D/$File/FS-Children-5-12-Years.pdf 

 

Lil Peeps YouTube Resources 

Lil Peeps have a number of free videos for families and teachers to access, providing 

information on a number of different therapy areas, from shoelace tying, core strength, to the 

Alert program. 

 

Animal Fun 

Animal fun is an excellent evidence-based resource for early childhood educators, assisting 

in key motor skills essential for participation in the classroom and playground. 

https://animalfun.com.au 

 

Just Write Fine Motor Kits usrite OT 

The Just Write Fine Motor Kits designed by a Perth OT, comes with a set of digital 

instructions explaining how to use each of the fine motor tools. 

  

The instructions will provide you with: 

• What skills are targeted in the activity 

• Handy Hints to master correct techniques 

• Ways to boost the activity to increase the challenge 

• How to break down the activity into smaller steps to develop hand skills with a just right 

challenge 

 

To find out more order your FM Kit by emailing : justwriteot@gmail.com 

  

https://www.facebook.com/justwriteot  

 

  

https://www.cahs.health.wa.gov.au/Our-services/Community-Health/Child-Development-Service/Eligibility-and-referrals
https://www.cahs.health.wa.gov.au/Our-services/Community-Health/Child-Development-Service/Eligibility-and-referrals
https://www.health.gov.au/internet/main/publishing.nsf/content/F01F92328EDADA5BCA257BF0001E720D/$File/FS-Children-5-12-Years.pdf
https://www.health.gov.au/internet/main/publishing.nsf/content/F01F92328EDADA5BCA257BF0001E720D/$File/FS-Children-5-12-Years.pdf
https://animalfun.com.au/
mailto:justwriteot@gmail.com
https://www.facebook.com/justwriteot
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There are a number of the Peggy Lego teachers’ manuals available in the library. These 

have been accessioned as a shred resource. 
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